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Preface
There are a couple of key items that a freelance videographer or start-up production company
needs: a camera, some lenses, a tripod, and a solid computer to edit on.

Having the appropriate computer for your workload is just as important as having the right
gear. It may be easier to buy a pre-built computer from Apple or another manufacturer, but is it
worth your money?
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In this white paper, I’ll be going through the components you’ll need to build a computer more
powerful than Apple’s top-end MacBook Pro for thousands of dollars less.

Computers needs six main components: processors, motherboards, memory, graphics, storage,
and a power supply. The following sections break down the options for each of these
components and give comparisons, tips, and recommendations for building the best computer
for you.
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Processors
The processor, or central processing unit
(CPU,) is the computer’s brain. It handles all
the hard number crunching involved in

This means it’s important to have a
processor that can handle both singlethreaded and multithreaded workloads. In
short, picking the highest clock speed isn’t
always the best option.

everything from playing a YouTube video to
exporting your latest project. As such, the
processor is the most important component
in a computer, which in turn makes it one of
the most expensive.

The computer can experience poor timeline
performance, long render times, and even
stability issues if the processor isn’t up to
the task, so it’s important to choose
carefully.

There are a few factors to consider when
buying a processor: clock speed, core count,
and whether to go with Intel or AMD.

Clock speed determines how quickly the
processor can receive and complete tasks.
Cores are subsections of the processor that
work on tasks like rendering and general
computing. Those tasks can be split up
between several cores or left to just one or
two, depending on the program.
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Compare the Intel Core i7-7700K, a four-

and threads make a world of difference in

core eight-thread processor with a base

multithreaded workloads.ii

clock of 4.2 GHz, to the Core i7-8700K, a sixcore eight-thread processor with a base

Most high-end consumer desktop

clock of 3.7 GHz.

processors come with a feature called
hyperthreading, which doubles the number

Both were released within the same fiscal

of threads it has. Processors use threads to

year, but the 8700K was better in both

deliver information and data to each core.

single-threaded and multithreaded

Having two threads feed a core data means

workloads.i

the core spends less time idly waiting for
instruction.

The 7700K may have a higher base clock
speed, but the 8700K has two key

Another important thing to keep in mind

advantages. Two extra cores (which means

when choosing a processor is PCI Express

four more threads) and a higher boost

(PCIe) lanes. We’ll get more into what PCIe

clock.

lanes do and what PCIe slots look like in the
Motherboard section, but here are the

When a modern processor is under a heavy

basics.

workload like rendering video, it will
increase its clock speed to a point closer to

Most expansion cards and some storage

its thermal limit to finish the task faster. In

devices communicate with the processor

the case of the 8700K versus the 7700K, the

through PCIe lanes. Some will need four

8700K has higher single-core and all-core

lanes, others eight. If you’re going to need

boost clocks, largely from its newer

M.2 NVMe drives you’ll need enough lanes

microarchitecture, Coffee Lake.

to accommodate their requirements with
room left over for video cards, ethernet

The 8700K’s all-core boost clock of 4.3 GHz

cards, or reserved for future expansion.

is slightly lower than 4.4 GHz all-core boost
of the 7700K, but the 8700k’s extra cores
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Intel Processors
Understanding modern processor names
may seem difficult, but it’s not as
complicated as it looks.

Long story short, for mainstream desktop
processors, the bigger the numbers, the
better.

We’ll stick with Intel for this comparison.
Most mainstream Intel chip names start
with a lowercase “i” followed by a 3, 5, 7, or
9. This represents the processor’s “class.”
An i9 is a better processor than an i7, which
is better than an i5, and so on. The main
differences between classes are usually
core count and the absence or presence of
hyperthreading.

The next string of numbers indicates the
processor’s family, also known as a
microarchitecture. For example, an i72600K is a second-generation i7 processor,
and therefore not as powerful as an i59700K.iii

Some Intel processor names include a letter
as the last character, most commonly for
desktop processors, a “K.” A “K” on an Intel
processor means that it’s overclockable.

While overclocking a workstation isn’t
necessarily a good idea, the “K” variants of
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processors usually have a higher base clock

higher base and boost clock than its non-X

than the non-K equivalent.iv

variant.

Another common Intel letter suffix is “X” or
“XE”. These are reserved for Intel’s top-of-

Coolers/Heatsinks

the-line high core count and Extreme
Edition processors. While they boast high
core counts and PCIe lanes, they also come
with a high price tag, often coming in
around $1,000 for the processor alone.

Air coolers sit on top of the processor and
transfer heat from the processor to fins
stacked on top. Most coolers use fans to
dissipate the heat, blowing the hot air out
the back of your case.

There are other letter variants as well, but
for the most part those are used on mobile
(laptop) processors, so it isn’t critical to
understand them all. When in doubt,
Google.

Your processor may come with a cooler,
depending on the brand and processor.
Coolers are vital to the long-term stability of
your computer. The hotter your processor
gets, the higher the likelihood of errors or

AMD Processors

failure down the road, so it’s generally a
good idea to buy an aftermarket cooler.

AMD follows a similar naming convention
with its Ryzen line. They too follow a 3, 5, 7,
9, and a high-performance line called
Threadripper.

They also follow a similar naming structure
with a four-digit number indicating
microarchitecture family.

Ryzen uses their own letter suffixes. In
short, a Ryzen 7 1700X processor has a
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Motherboards

For example, Intel’s B360 Chipset can
support up to 12 PCIe lanes and 12 USB

Motherboards are the backbone that all of

ports (six of which are USB 3.1) whereas the

your components plug into. While most

Z390 Chipset can support up to 24 PCIe

motherboards have the same features and

lanes and 14 USB ports, (10 of which are

ports, there are a few exceptions that are

USB 3.1.)

affected by your processor choice. When
choosing a motherboard, the first step is to

Other key differences between chipsets

determine what type of socket you’ll need

include M.2 support, number of SATA ports,

for your processor.

and more recently, PCIe revision.

Chipsets

AMD Socket Types

In short, a motherboard’s chipset is in

Most mainstream consumer-level Ryzen

charge of routing data from external

processors use AMD’s Socket AM4. The

devices through to the processor.

platform offers great compatibility between
older and future processors, giving the

A processor can work with multiple chipsets

owner the possibility of upgrading their

within the same series. For example, the

processor years down the line without

Intel Core i9-9700k is compatible with

having to buy a new motherboard.

motherboards with the Intel Q370, B360,
H370, H310, Z370, and Z390 chipsets.

Intel Socket Types

Chipsets are differentiated based on
features. The higher the number, the more
recent the chipset, and the further down
the alphabet the letter, the more features
the chipset will have.

Intel’s socket compatibility is a bit more
complex. Some microarchitectures have
their own sockets, and some others share a
socket type but aren’t compatible with
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older chipsets. Their main consumer socket

There are three highlighted strips on the

is LGA 1151. However, just because a

left side. These are PCIe slots. This is where

processor fits the socket doesn’t mean the

you’d plug in expansion devices like video

two are compatible. We’ll get more into the

cards, network cards, PCIe storage, and

specifics of chipsets shortly, so just keep

more. This is also where the number of PCIe

this in mind for now.

lanes comes into play. Each slot is set to use
a certain number of lanes based on the size

For example, the Intel 200 Series chipset is

on the slot.

compatible with Skylake and Kaby Lake
processors but not Coffee Lake processors,

For example, the longest slot is called an

and the Intel 300 Series chipset is

x16 slot since it has 16 PCIe lanes at its

compatible with Coffee Lake processors but

disposal.

not Skylake or Kaby Lake processors, yet
they all use LGA 1151 sockets on their

Other slot sizes include x8, x4, and x1 and

motherboards.

have the same corresponding number of
PCIe lanes assigned to them.

PCIe Slot
This is a basic diagram of a motherboard.

Memory Slots
Your Random-Access Memory (RAM) will go
in these slots. Most consumer-level
motherboards will have four RAM slots in
alternating colours. These colours signify
which memory channel the RAM will be
going through.

Memory channels are lanes from your
processor to your RAM. Imagine you have
16GB of RAM from two 8GB memory sticks.
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If you were to install them in a single-

have M.2 slots will support different M.2

channel configuration, the computer would

sizes, but not all key types.

only have one way to get data to and from
the RAM. Having a second channel gives a

An M.2 device’s key is the physical shape of

second lane for that data to travel through.

the connector that plugs into the
motherboard. For SSDs, the most common

SATA Ports

key types are type “B,” type “M,” and type

Serial ATA (SATA) ports are where you’d
connect 3.5-inch hard disk drives (HDDs) or
2.5-inch HDDs or solid-state drives (SSDs).
The number of usable SATA ports will
depend on the processor,
motherboard/chipset, and M.2 devices.

M.2
Not all M.2 devices are created equal. M.2
Devices can vary from Wi-Fi or Bluetooth
cards to high-speed NVMe SSDs. They also
come in several lengths and key types.

The most common sizes for M.2 SSDs are
M.2 2242, M.2 2260, and M.2 2280. The
first two digits represent the width, and the
last two the length, both measured in
millimetres. The higher the number, the
longer the device. Most motherboards that
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“B+M.” Type “B” devices can only be
plugged into type “B” slots and the same
goes for type “M.” However, type “B+M”
can be plugged into either one. We’ll get
into what the performance differences are
between the three later in the Storage
Devices section.

Motherboard Size
Nearly all motherboards come in a
standardized shape and size. From largest
to smallest, motherboard sizes go from
Mini-ITX, Micro-ATX (mATX), ATX, and
Extended ATX (EATX). The larger the
motherboard, the more expansion slots,
memory slots, and ports it can hold.
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Memory/RAM
Here’s our basic motherboard again. This
time, the DIMM slots, or memory slots, are
highlighted.

Slot Type and Memory Speed
Modern motherboards support DDR4
memory with a 288-pin DIMM (dual in-line
memory module) slot. DDR4 RAM has a
standard operating speed of 2400 MHz.
Some motherboards and processors
support a higher speed RAM of 3200 MHz
and upwards. The higher the speed, the
faster the RAM will transfer data. Getting
faster RAM to run at its higher speed
requires applying a DOCP (Direct Overclock
Profile) or XMP (Extreme Memory Profile),
which can affect system stability, so use
with caution.

Older memory types, like DDR3, can look
Computer memory is essential to any
editing workstation. In short, your
computer keeps frequently used files and
data in RAM so when the information is
needed, the processor can pull it from RAM
instead of having to access it from a much
slower device. The more RAM a computer

like DDR4 RAM, but there are a couple ways
to tell them apart. Each generation of
memory is keyed differently and usually
runs at a different standard speed. So, if
you see a cheap kit of RAM that has a much
lower speed, it may not be the right
memory for your system.

has, the more information the processor
can keep close by.
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Memory Capacity
A single DDR4 DIMM’s capacity can vary
from 4 GB up to 64 GB for consumer
memory. Adobe recommends a minimum of
32 GB of RAM for editing 4K media. Your
needs may vary, depending on whether
you’ll be editing off proxies or full 4K files.
It’s also important to keep in mind that a
processor and motherboard can only handle
a certain amount of RAM.

CAS Latency
CAS latency refers to how quickly the RAM
can access its data. The lower the CAS
latency, the faster the RAM can start
working. CAS latency is measured in
timings, often listed as CL14-14-14-34,
CL15-17-17-35, or many other variations.

Memory timings are overclockable, but also
may affect system stability.
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Graphics Card/GPU
Graphics cards are expansion cards that
specialize in image processing and display.
The GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) is the
microprocessor on the graphics card that
handles the number crunching.

The performance you’ll need from your
graphics card will depend on your workload.
Blowing your budget on an expensive highend GPU isn’t necessary if you’re a Premiere
Pro power user, as Premiere is much more
CPU dependent than GPU dependent. The
same can be said for After Effects.vvi

Things are a bit different if you’re working
in DaVinci Resolve. Resolve handles all
image processing in the GPUvii, making
graphics card choice and VRAM much more
important.
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Storage

with anything between 7,200 to 10,000

There are several types of computer

The problem with hard drives is that they

storage, all of which are important in an

use mechanical motors to spin the platters

editing PC. You’ll want high-speed storage

and move the read/write arm, which means

for your current projects, programs, and

they’re bound to fail eventually. When they

operating system, and high capacity storage

do fail, it’s either expensive or impossible to

for finished projects and miscellaneous files.

recover the data.

Hard Drives

Solid State Drives

Hard drives tend to be cheap, high-capacity

Traditional solid-state drives are smaller

options for data storage.

and faster than HDDs but come with a

rpm.

higher price tag. They also can only handle a
You’ll likely want at least one 3.5-inch hard

certain number of reads and writes before

drive for old projects and footage you want

they stop working. While that issue takes

to keep on hand, backups of project files,

years to become a problem, it is something

and other critical data.

to keep in mind.

It’s important to pick the right kind of hard
drive for workstation use. While NAS drives
are more expensive, they’re designed to
fare better in high-heat and high-vibration
situations.

Hard drives spin at speeds from 5,400 to
15,000 rpm (revolutions per minute), but
for desktop purposes you should be fine
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M.2 Drives
There are two types of M.2 drives. SATA,
and NVMe. SATA M.2 drives use the same
speed connection as a normal SATA HDD or
SSD.

NVMe is a high-speed protocol used by
some M.2 SSDs. In short, the NVMe
protocol uses PCIe lanes to achieve an
incredibly high-speed connection between
the processor and the SSD. This makes for
faster read/write speeds versus SATA
drives.

“M” key NVMe drives use four PCIe lanes,
while “B” and “B+M” key NVMe drives can
only use two.
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Power Supply/PSU

by going over non-modular, semi-modular,

The power supply delivers power to the

Non-modular power supplies have cables

motherboard, processor, drives, and

running to the inside of the power supply.

expansion cards. Your power supply needs

These cables cannot be easily removed,

will depend on the components you pick.

which makes managing unused cables in the

There are resources online that will

computer case difficult.

and modular power supplies.

calculate how many watts your system will
use.

Semi-modular power supplies have the
most commonly used cables attached,

It’s usually a good idea to get a power

usually 24-pin ATX, 8-pin CPU, 6-pin PCIe,

supply that can handle more watts than

and SATA power cables. Semi-modular

your computer will need. This will give you

power supplies include more cables

the option to add expansion cards or drives

separately that the user can plug in as

without having to worry about

required.

overwhelming your power supply.
Modular power supplies come with no

Modular, Semi-Modular, or

cables attached. Whatever cables the user

Non-Modular?

needs, they can plug in, and the rest can
stay in the box until they’re needed.

Most power supplies come in the same size,
so your main decision will be about the kind
of cables it will have, and how efficient you
want your power supply to be. We’ll start

So now that we’ve gone through the major
components, let’s get into the components I
recommend for a 4K editing workstation.
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My Recommendations
All prices are accurate as of Feb 25, 2020.

Processor – AMD Ryzen 9 3900X
The AMD Ryzen 9 3900X comes with 12 cores and 24 threads with a base clock of 3.8 GHz and a
boost clock up to 4.6 GHz.

A large part of why I’m recommending this CPU comes from its included features, which are:
•

Support for up to 128 GB of RAM in dual channel mode

•

Twenty available PCIe lanes (4 are reserved for the chipset)

•

Gen 4.0 PCIe lanes rather than 3.0, meaning they have double the bandwidth

That last point is the most important. This processor will work with future expansion cards that
will be able to take advantage of that extra bandwidth, making this processor a great option for
now and the future.

Performance-wise, it is slightly behind Intel’s Core i9-9900K in Premiere Pro, on par with the
9900K in After Effects, and ahead of it in DaVinci Resolve.viii

Price:

$699.99 at Memory Express
$707.81 on Amazon
$600 - $1000 on eBay
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Cooler – Noctua NH-D15
This behemoth of a cooler is all you’ll ever need. Its performance is equal to high-end water
cooling ix, without the risk of an unwanted computer bath.

Price:

$109.95 on Amazon
$115.99 on Pc-Canada
$134.99 at Memory Express

Motherboard – Asus Pro WS X570-ACE
Motherboards don’t affect system performance, so it comes down to the features you want.
This motherboard has some great features I haven’t gone over yet, but are still great for a
workstation PC. It has support for:x
•

ECC (Error Correcting Code) RAM which can prevent and fix data corruption (Not
available on this processor, but still nice to have for future upgrades)

•

Two NVIDIA GPUs or 3 AMD GPUs

•

A U.2 port, which is similar in concept to M.2 and also uses the NVMe protocol, but is a
different connector more often used for enterprise drives

•

Two PCIe 4.0 x16 slots that run through the processor and a PCIe 4.0 x16 slot (running at
x8 speed) and an x1 slot that run through the chipset

•

Two M key M.2 slots, one 2242/2260/2280/22110 using x4 PCIe 4.0 lanes and one
2242/2260/2280 using x2 PCIe 4.0 lanes through the chipset

•

Four SATA ports
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•

Three USB 3.2 Gen 1 ports, 5 USB 3.2 Gen 2 ports (4 Type A and 1 Type C), and 4 USB 2.0
ports

Another great thing, while not as important, are the aesthetics of the motherboard. Most mid
to high-end motherboards are covered in RGB lighting and flashy accents. Call me oldfashioned, but I prefer a more low-key aesthetic. Anyways, back to the build.

Price:

$489.99 on Amazon
$504.99 at Memory Express
$400 - $600 on eBay

Memory/RAM – Corsair Vengeance LPX 64 GB (2 x 32 GB) DDR4-2666
The brand isn’t super important when it comes to memory. As long as it’s an established brand
that has some products on the motherboard’s QVL, you should be okay. I’m going with this size
and speed of RAM for a couple of reasons.

It’s usually a good idea to buy RAM with a large enough capacity to be able to max out your
motherboard. If I instead went for a 2 x 16 GB kit, I wouldn’t be able to reach this motherboard
and processor’s limit without buying a whole new kit.

Again, that’s more a future-proofing suggestion than anything, 64 GB should be more than
enough, for a while at least.
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Price:
$389.99 at Memory Express
$406.99 on PC Canada
$407.00 on Newegg.ca

Graphics Card/GPU – EVGA GeForce RTX 2060 SUPER 8GB SC ULTRA
GAMING Video Card
This GPU performs admirably against its higher-powered siblings in Premiere Pro and DaVinci
Resolve.xixii It’s nothing fancy, but it’ll do.

Price:

$529.99 at Memory Express
$529.99 on Amazon
$548.99 on PC Canada

Storage – Samsung 970 EVO 1 TB M.2-2280 NVMe SSD and Western
Digital Black 4 TB 3.5 Inch 7200RPM Internal Drive
The 970 EVO can reach up to 3,500 MB/s sequential read/write speeds, and at over a terabyte,
makes for a great storage solution for your current projects, operating system, and
applications.

The WD Black 4 TB drive gives you plenty of space for finished projects and other files, plus a
fair 256 MB cache.

This configuration also leaves tons of free ports for more drives in the future.
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SSD Price:

$255.93 on Amazon
$302.99 at Best Buy
$329.99 at Memory Express

HDD Price:

$219.99 on Newegg.ca
$229.99 at Memory Express
$239.98 on Amazon

Power Supply – Corsair HX750 – 750-Watt 80
PLUS Platinum Fully Modular Power Supply
Having a fully modular power supply makes putting the
computer together considerably easier, so it’s well worth the
extra cost in my opinion. This build is sitting in between 400
and 500 watts at the moment, so we’ll have a fair amount of
leftover wattage with this power supply.

This PC is going to be a workhorse, so having an 80 PLUS
Platinum power supply will be worth it in the long run.

Price:

$174.99 on Amazon
$175.99 on PC Canada
$179.99 at Memory Express
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Case – Corsair Carbide Series 275R Tempered Glass Edition
The case mostly comes down to what you think looks nice, what you think will be manageable
to build in, and what has the front side I/O that you need.

Price:

$104.99 at Memory Express
$109.99 on PC-Canada.com
$189.84 on Amazon

Final Cost:

$2,975.81
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Pros and Cons
The Pros of Building a PC
Using Apple’s MacBook Pro configurator, a similar 16-inch MacBook Pro would cost around
$5,299. Sure, the MacBook has a built-in display, keyboard, and trackpad, but those can be
easily covered in the $2,323.19 difference.

There are ways around the risks of breaking components as well. Memory Express offers
services where they seat your processor and RAM in your motherboard for you to make sure
everything is working before you head out the door, alleviating the risk of damaging your most
expensive components.

Keeping your hardware up to date is much easier as well. Say AMD comes out with a much
more powerful processor in a couple years. As long as it’s compatible, you can swap it in and
instantly get a performance boost.

The Cons of Building a PC
When you build your own computer for the first time, there’s a decent chance that something
won’t work right away. Maybe you need to re-seat your CPU. Maybe your motherboard is dead.
Maybe you forgot to flip the switch on your power supply to “on.” When things go wrong, it can
take time and patience to figure it out, which isn’t always guaranteed when deadlines are fast
approaching.

If something breaks, it’s on your dime. Sure, some components will have a warranty, but not
everything will be covered. Say you accidentally drop your CPU while trying to install it. That’s
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$600 gone in seconds. Say you were shuffling your feet across some carpet and accidentally
shocked the motherboard. There goes another $500. There’s a lot more that can go wrong
when building it yourself.

Is Building an Editing PC Worth It?
At the end of the day, it’s up to you. There are system configurators that will build PCs for you,
but there are often extra fees or markups on components. You could go with Apple and have a
computer that may or may not cool itself properly.

If you’ve got the time and energy to learn, you could gain valuable skills in computer literacy
and save hundreds — if not thousands — of dollars on editing computers now and over time.
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Glossary
Clock Speed: The frequency a processor or other component operates at, most often measured
in megahertz (MHz) or gigahertz (GHz)
Core Count: The number of cores a processor has
Drive Cache: A smaller, but faster storage space that a drive puts frequently used files in
Enterprise Drives: Professional level drives intended for server or workstation use
Expansion cards: Internal add-in cards
HDDs: Spinning disk based drives
Hyperthreading: Two threads being assigned to a single core
I/O: Inputs and outputs, like USB ports, display outputs, Ethernet ports, etc.
Memory channel: Lanes the processor uses for accessing and storing data in RAM
Microarchitecture: The framework a processor’s features are built on top of
NAS: Network Attached Storage, usually used as a home server
Overclocking: Increasing a component’s clock speed to make it run faster at the cost of higher
temperatures, lower stability, and potential damage to components
PCIe Revision: The speed and bandwidth of a PCIe lane
PCIe Storage: Storage attached to the system that uses PCIe lanes
Platters: Spinning disks inside a hard drive on which data is stored
Processor Cache: A smaller, but faster version of RAM directly attached to the CPU that the
processor puts frequently used files in
Re-seat: Removing and re-installing
Read/Write Arm: The piece of a hard drive that reads data from the platters
Ryzen: AMD consumer processor brand
SATA Ports: Ports that 2.5” and 3.5” SSDs and HDDs plug into
SSDs: Drives that store data on flash chips and other types of virtual storage
Thermal Limit: How hot the processor can get before becoming unstable and/or damaging
itself or other components
Threadripper: AMD high end desktop processor brand
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Threads: Pathways in which processing cores receive data
VRAM: VRAM is like RAM, but attached to a video card and used by the GPU
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